
JEWELLERY INSPIRATION SHEET 

 

These are very adaptable ideas. I started off by making bracelets 
but you could use the ideas to make a necklace, choker or earrings. 
 
1 – chain, ribbon & charm bracelet 
 
2 – lace & crystal stretchy bracelet 
 
 
Collect some of the following: 
 
Lengths of lace, ribbon 
Chain plus fastenings or readymade charm bracelet 
Silver/silver coloured wire or headpins & eyepins 
Stretchy bracelet elastic 
Fabrics 
Selection of beads, crystals 
Buttons 

 
Instructions: 
 
1 – chain, ribbon & charm bracelet 
Start by making some charms. I made three: bird, flower, crystal drop (the dragonfly was a readymade drop 
threaded onto a jump ring and added to the chain later). The bird was made by taking a length of wire and 
bending a spiral at the base, then I added some beads, a bird bead, then some more beads, finally bend a loop 
in the wire at the top. To make the crystal drop take a length of wire, bend a loop at the base, add a crystal, then 
bend randomly until happy and add a loop at the top. For the flower bend a loop in a length of wire, add a bead, 
then a flower shaped bead with holes running vertically plus a bead to fit the gap, finish off with another bead 
and a loop in the top of the wire. The beaded flower was made from silk flowers, sew heart button on top with 
two little beads. Sew a jump ring or split ring securely to the back so you can attach the flower to the chain. I 
attached the ribbons to the chain just by tying them onto the ends of the chain. Attach your charms – use the 
photo for guidance if needed. If you haven’t used a readymade charm bracelet don’t forget to attach the 
fastenings to the ends of the chain. 
 
2 – lace & crystal stretchy bracelet 
Make a temporary knot at one end of the elastic. Start by threading the lace onto the elastic, (if making a 
bracelet cut a length slightly shorter than your wrist measurement plus a little for knotting) add a bead or 
crystal & continue threading on the lace & beads/crystals – see photo. When you reach the end of the elastic 
make a double knot and thread the remaining ends through the beads, trim off any excess. Add a blob of clear 
nail varnish to the knot to make it extra secure.  
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